Abstract. Equipment condition monitoring of nuclear power plants requires to optimally group the usually very large number of signals and to develop for each identified group a separate condition monitoring model. In this paper we propose an approach to optimally group the signals. We use a Genetic Algorithm (GA) for the optimization of the groups; the decision variables of the optimization problem relate to the composition of the groups (i.e., which signals they contain) and the objective function (fitness) driving the search for the optimal grouping is constructed in terms of quantitative indicators of the performances of the condition monitoring models themselves: in this sense, the GA search engine is a wrapper around the condition monitoring models. A real case study is considered, concerning the condition monitoring of the Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) of a Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR). The optimization results are evaluated with respect to the accuracy and robustness of the monitored signals estimates. The condition monitoring models built on the groups found by the proposed approach outperform the model which uses all available signals, whereas they perform similarly to the models built on groups based on signal correlation. However, these latter do not guarantee the robustness of the reconstruction in case of abnormal conditions and require to a priori fix characteristics of the groups, such as the desired minimum correlation value in a group.
Introduction
Monitoring the condition of a component can be based on a (typically empirical) model estimating the values of measurable variables (signals) in normal conditions. During operation, the measured values are compared with those estimated (‗reconstructed') by the model: a deviation between the observed and reconstructed values reveals the presence of an abnormal condition [30] .
In practical industrial implementations, the performance of a single model estimating all the signals measured by the sensors, usually a very large number, may not be satisfactory [31] . In [3] it has been shown that grouping the signals and then building a specialized model for each group allows to remarkably increase the condition monitoring performance. With respect to the structure of the groups, different approaches have been proposed. In [7] a procedure which finds the optimal group for the reconstruction of a single target signal has been considered. According to this approach, the grouping problem has been reduced to the problem of selecting those signals which allow to obtain the best reconstruction of the target signal. Notice, however, that if one is interested in the reconstruction of all the available signals, the search of the optimal group has to be repeated for all the signals and thus the grouping results very demanding from the computational point of view.
Alternatively, grouping techniques based on overlapping groups (i.e. the same signal can belong to more than one group) have been proposed in [8] [9] [10] [11] . In these approaches, the number of groups and the number of signals in each group are a priori fixed according to the user needs and a feature subset selection algorithm is developed to provide the optimal grouping. Then, a specialized reconstruction model for each group is built, and the obtained ensemble of models can be used for the signal reconstruction. Since the same signal belongs to several groups, the outcomes of the individual models containing the signal are properly combined to produce the final reconstruction.
Non overlapping, mutually exclusive groups have been considered in [3, 35] . In these works, all signals are assigned to exactly one group. In this way, the number of models to be developed and the computational efforts in the signal reconstruction phase are reduced with respect to the ensemble approaches. For this reason, in real industrial applications a grouping structure based on non overlapping group tends to be preferred.
With respect to the criteria which can be used to decide which signals should be assigned to each non overlapping group, filter and wrapper approaches can be followed.
In filter approaches signal grouping is based on characteristics judged to be (indirectly) favorable for condition monitoring. In this respect, several criteria for signal grouping have been investigated, e.g., the location of the measurements (i.e., signals measured in the same area of the plant are put in the same group), their correlation (i.e., the groups are formed by correlated signals), and others. Tests on a real case study have shown the superior performance of a correlation-based grouping between these criteria [6] . Notice that once the criterion for the grouping has been fixed (e.g. correlation), it is necessary to find the optimal groups with respect to that criterion. To this purpose, the authors have proposed an heuristic grouping approach which requires to a priori fix a correlation threshold: signals with an absolute value of the correlation coefficient larger than the threshold are put in the same group [6] . Similarly, a filter method for the identification of optimal groups for multivariate time series analysis has been proposed in [35] . The method is based on the definition of a partition metric measuring how much the groups are formed by signals highly correlated with signals of the same group and lowly correlated with signals of other groups. Then, various methods such as Genetic Algorithms (GAS) and Hill Climbing (HC) have been compared in order to find out the grouping which maximizes the partition metric. The performance of the filter approaches in [6, 35] has been shown to be good in a real case study, although the groups are selected based on the correlation which is an indirect signal characteristic, independent from the reconstruction algorithm actually used.
In wrapper approaches, a search algorithm is used as a "wrapper" around the condition monitoring model ( Figure 1) ; during the optimization search, the performance of the condition monitoring model itself is directly used as an evaluation function to compare the different groups selected by the search engine 25, 36] . Wrapper approaches are expected to be more performing than the filter ones since in the former the groups of signals found are optimal for the specific reconstruction model used, i.e., different condition monitoring models, such as Auto-Associative Kernel Regression (AAKR) or Principal Component Analysis (PCA), would, in general, lead to different optimal groups [18] . On the other side, wrapper approaches are generally computationally less efficient than the filter approaches because for each grouping of trial, the development of a complete reconstruction model computation is more time consuming than the computation of an evaluation function from the available data.
In this work we investigate the possibility of using a wrapper approach for the search of the optimal signal groups, considering GAs as search engines. The motivation of the choice of the GAs is found in their ability of finding the optimal solution by efficiently scanning the search space in an acceptable computational time. In particular, GAs have been applied with success to many different optimization problems such as pattern recognition [26, 36] , machine learning [21] , maintenance planning [14, 23] , lifecycle cost optimization [32] , production optimization [4] , highway alignment optimization [22] , robotics [33] , the optimization of traffic control signals [34] , electrical transmission towers [28] and large structures [1] [2] [3] 23] . In the present work, the GA-based wrapper approach is tested on a real case study concerning 46 signals selected between those used to monitor the reactor coolant pump of a Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR). The condition monitoring performance is evaluated with respect to metrics that measure i) the accuracy, i.e., the ability of the overall model to correctly and accurately reconstruct the signal values when the plant is in normal operation; ii) the robustness, i.e., the overall model ability to reconstruct the signal values in case of abnormal operation and consequent anomalous behavior of some monitored signals [19] . The results are compared with those achieved by considering a single group formed by all signals and by groups based on signal correlation. Figure 2 shows a typical scheme of condition monitoring of a component. 
Condition Monitoring

Auto-Associative Kernel Regression (AAKR) method
The model considered in this work for reconstructing the component behavior in normal condition is based on the AAKR method [13] . AAKR is an empirical modeling technique that uses historical observations of the signals taken during normal plant operation. The basic idea of the method is to reconstruct the signal values in case of normal condition, n , given a current signal measurement vector,
, as a weighted sum of the historical observations. Appendix A provides the details of the method.
If the performance of a single model estimating all signals measured by the sensors is not satisfactory [31] , several AAKR reconstruction models can be built, each one estimating only a subset of the signals in x obs .
Condition monitoring performance metrics
In order to evaluate the performance of a condition monitoring model, the following criteria should be considered.
1 
A global accuracy measure that takes into account all the monitored signals and test patterns is defined by:
Notice that, although the metric is named accuracy, it is actually a measure of error and, thus, a low value is desired.
2) The robustness, i.e. the model ability to reconstruct the values of the signals of interest in abnormal operation when some monitored signals behave anomalously. In abnormal plant conditions, a robust model reconstructs the value of a plant signal as if the plant were in normal operation: then, the differences between the measured and the reconstructed signal values can easily identify the abnormal condition.
In this respect, real data measured by the sensors in abnormal plant conditions are usually not available because these latter are rare; then simulation is used to artificially inject abnormality by adding realistic deviations to the signals measured during normal plant operation. 
Quantitative indicators of robustness can then be introduced as follows.
The auto-sensitivity of the model to a disturbance applied on signal i is defined as [19] :
This metric measures the ability of the model to provide the same reconstructions in the two cases of disturbed or undisturbed signal i. In this respect, notice that a model characterized by a very low accuracy (high MSE) and very high robustness (small ac(i) auto i ) is not satisfactory for condition monitoring since it still provides signal reconstructions very different from signal values in normal plant operation.
The accuracy in the reconstruction of the disturbed signal i is defined as:
( (4) This metric measures the mismatch between signal reconstructions and signal values in normal plant operation. However, since it does not consider either the difference between the reconstructions in the cases of disturbed and undisturbed signals, or the magnitude of the signal deviation 
Cross-validation procedure for the estimation of the performance metrics
In order to accurately estimate the values of the performance metrics on test sets of signals values not previously used in the model development, a crossvalidation procedure can be adopted [15, 16, 24] . In particular, in the application that follows, the so called -K-fold‖ cross-validation error estimate is used to compare the performances [29] . The original dataset is randomly partitioned into K = 10 blocks of equal size. One of these blocks is used as validation data subset for the evaluation of the performance metrics of interest, and the remaining 9 blocks are combined together to constitute the training data subset. The cross-validation process is then repeated 10 times (the 10-folds), each time using a different block as validation set.
Genetic Algorithms
Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are optimization methods aimed at finding the global optimum of a set of real objective functions, F {f , of one or more decision variables, { , possibly subject to various linear or non linear constraints. Their main properties are that the search is conducted i) using a population of multiple solution points or candidates, ii) using operations inspired by the evolution of species, such as breeding and genetic mutation, iii) using probabilistic operations, and iv) using only information on the objective or search function and not on its derivatives.
GAs owe their name to their operational similarities with the biological and behavioural phenomena of living beings [1, 2, 12, 17, 20] . Correspondingly, the terminology adopted in GAs contains many terms borrowed from biology, suitably redefined to fit the algorithmic context. Thus, GAs operate on a set of (artificial) chromosomes, which are strings of numbers, generally sequences of binary digits 0 and 1. If the objective function of the optimization has many arguments (typically called control factors or decision variables), each string is partitioned in as many substrings of assigned lengths, one for each argument and, correspondingly, we say that each chromosome is partitioned in (artificial) genes. The genes constitute the so called genotype of the chromosome and the substrings, when decoded in real numbers, constitute its phenotype. When the objective functions are evaluated in correspondence of a set of values of the control factors of a chromosome, its values are called the fitness of that chromosome. Thus, each chromosome gives rise to a trial solution to the problem at hand in terms of a set of values of its control factors.
The GA search is performed by constructing a sequence of populations of chromosomes, the individuals of each population being the children of those of the previous population and the parents of those of the successive population. The initial population is generated by randomly sampling the bits of all the strings. At each step, the new population is then obtained by manipulating the strings of the old population in order to arrive at a new population, hopefully characterized by increased mean fitness. This sequence continues until a termination criterion is reached. As for the natural selection, the string manipulation consists in selecting and mating pairs of chromosomes in order to groom chromosomes of the next population. This is done by repeatedly performing on the strings the four fundamental operations of reproduction, crossover, replacement and mutation, all based on random sampling: the parent selection step determines the individuals which participate in the reproduction phase; reproduction itself allows the exchange of already existing genes whereas mutation introduces new genetic material; the substitution defines the individuals for the next population. This way of proceeding enables to efficiently arrive at optimal or near-optimal solutions.
With regards to their performance, it is acknowledged that GAs take a more global view of the search space than many other optimization methods. The main advantages are i) fast convergence to near global optimum, ii) superior global searching capability in complicated search spaces, iii) applicability even when gradient information is not readily available.
In a multi-objective optimization problem, several possibly conflicting objective functions f ( ), i = 1, 2,…, n f , must be evaluated in correspondence of each decision variable vector U in the search space. The goal is to identify the solution vector U* which gives rise to the best compromise among the various objective functions. In this work, we adopt a simple aggregation method to combine the objectives into a scalar fitness function.
Genetic Algorithms for grouping optimization
For the task of grouping optimization for condition monitoring, the fitness function and the chromosome structure must be specified. The fitness function must evaluate the performance of the groups-based condition monitoring models: in our work, we use the metrics E, ac auto , ac auto proposed in Section 3. For the chromosomes we simply take vectors made of a number of positive integers equal to the number of monitored signals: the integer value of the j-th element of the vector indicates the group to which the jth signal is assigned.
Notice that according to the proposed chromosome structure, it is impossible to exclude a signal from all the groups or to assign a signal to more than one group. Furthermore, if 1 and R are the minimum and maximum values of the j-th gene, r j , the maximum number of groups which can be used by the GA is R.
Application
A real case study concerning 46 signals used to monitor the RCP of a French PWR is considered. The signals values have been measured every hour for a period of 11 consecutive months and concern four RCPs, each one on a different line of the primary circuit. Experts have selected a dataset containing only data referring to normal condition operations of the system and, in order to discard possible outliers, those patterns characterized by value outside the interval μ ± 3σ, with μ indicating the signal mean and σ the signal standard deviation.
The 46-dimensional selected patterns (5798) have been divided into a set of 2798 patterns used to perform the GA optimization, i.e., to find the optimal grouping, and a validation set of 3000 patterns used to validate the condition monitoring performance on different data. In this respect, a 10-fold cross validation has been performed on the patterns of . Thus, has been randomly partitioned into K = 10 blocks of equal size. One of these blocks, is used for the evaluation of the performance metrics of interest, and the remaining 9 blocks are combined together to constitute the training data subset,
. The cross-validation process has been then repeated 10 times (the 10-folds) using a different block as test set each time.
The results achieved by the GA-based wrapper approach are compared to those achieved by considering a single group formed by all signals and by grouping the signals according to their correlation [3] . In particular, the correlation grouping has been obtained by assigning to the same group the signals with an absolute value of the correlation coefficient larger than a threshold here set to 0.8; in other words, each signal in a group has at least a correlation larger than 0.8 with one of the other signals in the group. Following this procedure, 4 groups have been identified, whereas the remaining 4 signals, characterized by a correlation coefficient lower than 0.8 with all other signals, have been put together in a fifth group of uncorrelated signals. Notice that the application of this grouping approach requires to arbitrary fix a correlation threshold and to decide how to group the signals uncorrelated with all the others. To these purposes, a trial and error approach has been used in [6] : different values of the threshold have been considered to find the groups and the value which leads to the best compromise between accurate and robust reconstructions has been selected. Threshold values higher than 0.8 result in more than five groups which give more accurate but less robust reconstruction, whereas lower threshold values result in less than five groups characterized by less accurate but more robust reconstructions.
GA optimization
First, two single-objective GA searches, hereafter indicated as GA(MSE) and GA( o ), have been performed with the objective of minimizing the metrics MSE and o , respectively. In both cases, three runs of the GA search have been performed, and the achieved solution with the best fitness has been considered. The maximum number of groups, R, has been taken equal to 5 in accordance to the number of groups used by the correlation grouping. From the results of experimentation performed by the authors in the present paper and in previous works [27] the GA parameters have been set. In particular, a population of 100 chromosomes has been considered in order to ensure enough genetic diversity in the population; the GA search ends when 150 generations are reached; at each generation, a new population of chromosomes is created from the previous one by using the standard roulette selection according to which the probability of choosing an individual as parent is proportional to its rank; the probability of mutation of each bit of the individual in the population has been set to 0.01. Table 1 reports the parameters which are recognized to most affect the GA performance [27] . With respect to the AAKR reconstruction models developed within the wrapper approach, in order to reduce the computational efforts, only 200 randomly selected patterns constitutes the training set, , and 100 different patterns the test set, used to compute the fitness function. The bandwidth parameter has been fixed to the value of 0.3 for all the developed AAKR models in a compromise between a small bandwidth, which results in reconstruction of the test patterns based on few patterns of with associated high weights, and a large bandwidth (large value of h), which results in a reconstruction based on many patterns of with relatively low weights. Once the optimal grouping has been identified by the GA search, an AAKR model for each group has been developed in order to compute the performance of the grouping. For the development of these final models, a more refined optimization of the bandwidth parameter has been performed. In particular the training set has been divided into two subsets, one used to train the AAKR model, the other to identify the optimal value of the bandwidth. To this purpose, 10 trial values (0.1, 0.2, …, 1.0) of the bandwidth have been considered. The obtained results show that the optimal bandwidth values are close to 0.3 for most of the groups. Table 2 reports the performances of the obtained best groups with respect to the metrics MSE, o and o (although this latter has not been considered as objective function to be optimized) on the dataset X V not considered during the GAs search. For the computation of the metrics o and o abnormalities in the signal behavior have been simulated by adding a random noise to the signals measured during normal plant operations. In particular, it has been assumed that during a plant transient only one signal is altered with respect to its value in normal operation, and the related deviation has been taken proportional to a Gaussian noise with zero mean and standard deviation equal to the 10% of the signal standard deviation. Notice that the best grouping found with respect to the metrics MSE and o is obtained by GA( o ), although the performances obtained by the other groupings are similar. This is due to the fact that the two metrics consider the difference between the signal reconstruction and the signal value in case of normal plant behavior (Eqs. 1, 4), the only difference being the signal values given in input to the condition monitoring model which are disturbed in case of o . Furthermore, since the GA search is performed on a different set of data than that used for the evaluation of the performances X V and the search is performed on a small set of data in order to reduce the computational time, GA(MSE) tends to find a grouping more performing than GA( o ) on the few data, , used for the search (Table 3 ) but slightly less performing on the different data of (Table 2) . On the other side, using the metric o as fitness function in the GA search allows to obtain a signal grouping which is able to achieve higher accuracy when applied to different data than those used for the search ( Table 2) .
With respect to the robustness, the two groupings found by GA(MSE) and GA( o ) are remarkably less satisfactory than the correlation grouping. On the other side, a GA search based on parameters of Table  1 with the objective of minimizing o has found an optimal grouping characterized by very low accuracy (0.028). This is due to the fact that a small o value indicates only that the signal reconstructions, although very similar in case of disturbed or undisturbed input signal, are in both cases very different from the desired signal values in normal plant condition [6] .
These results have motivated the use of a multiobjective optimization problem which considers both the accuracy (measured by o ) and the robustness (measured by o ) as objectives of the search. The two objectives are aggregated into a single scalar function f agg as:
Since the optimization problem of identifying the best group for each one of the 46 signals requires a search between 5 46 ≈ 10 32 possible solutions, the opportunity of reducing the search space by decreasing the number of signals that must be reorganized by the GAs has been considered. To this purpose, it has been observed that the correlation grouping contains a group formed by 30 highly correlated temperature signals which provides a very accurate and robust reconstruction of 24 signals. Thus, it has been decided to adopt an hybrid approach which consists in keeping these 24 signals in a group and using the GA search to optimize the group assignment of the remaining 22 signals. According to this hybrid approach, the chromosome is formed by a vector of 22 elements (the signals which should be assigned to a group) which can take a value between 1 and 5 (the group to which the signal is assigned). Notice that one of the group to which the signals can be assigned is the group of the 24 signals identified by the correlation grouping. In this way the dimension of the search space is reduced from the 5 46 (≈ 10 32 ) possible combinations considered in the search to 5 22 (≈ 10 15 ). The GA approach is effectively able to reduce the fitness function ((f gg -f gg ) f gg 0 , being f gg and f gg the fitness values of the best individual at the first and last generations, respectively). As expected, owing to the training and testing of many reconstruction models, the wrapper GA search has required a large computation time (10.2 hours on an Intel Core 2 duo, 3.17 GHz, 2GB RAM). The obtained grouping (hereafter named hybrid) has been compared to the grouping obtained by considering the correlation criteria (hereafter called correlation). The two groupings are very similar, given that they differ only for a single group of 4 correlated signals to which a signal with low correlation with all the others has been assigned by the GA search. Table 4 reports the performances of the groupings when they are tested on the validation set within a 10-fold cross validation approach. The hybrid and correlation grouping provides remarkably more accurate reconstructions than the single group formed by all signals. Considering the robustness, notice that the small ac auto value achieved by the group formed by all the signals indicates only that the signal reconstructions, although very similar in case of disturbed or undisturbed input signal, are in both cases very different from the desired signal values in normal plant condition [6] . Thus, also from the point of view of the robustness the hybrid and correlation groupings are more satisfactory than the group formed by all signals. The comparison between the hybrid and correlation groupings shows that the two groupings are very similar, although the hybrid grouping is slightly more robust (lower value of o ) but less accurate than the correlation grouping. Table 4 Performances of groupings without power and pressure signals The obtained results lead to the conclusion that in this case study the correlation criterion allows to identify a satisfactory grouping both from the point of views of accuracy and robustness. Since the grouping by the correlation criterion is less time consuming than the GA wrapper approach, the former has been more efficient.
With respect to the accuracy, notice that the AAKR reconstructs a pattern as a weighted sum of the values of its neighbors (Eq. A1). Thus, a factor of primary importance to obtain an accurate reconstruction is the coverage of the input space by the training patterns: more dense are the patterns in the training space, more accurate is the reconstruction of a test pattern since it will be primarily based on patterns characterized by a small distance from the test pattern and thus very similar to it. The higher is the correlation, the higher tends to be the density of the training patterns in the input space, and higher the accuracy in the reconstruction of the test pattern.
With respect to the robustness of the reconstruction obtained by using the AAKR model, notice that the higher is the number of input signals in a group, the higher tends to be the robustness of the group. This is due to the fact that AAKR reconstructions are based on the distance of the test pattern from the training patterns, computed in a high-dimensional space. Thus, the variation of one signal value leads to a small variation of the multidimensional distances, and consequently to very similar reconstructions in the cases of disturbed and undisturbed signals.
Finally, the reason for which correlation and hybrid groupings assign a low correlated signal to two different groups have been investigated. Notice that the creation of this group of uncorrelated signals is due to the practical necessity of assigning these signals to a group but it is not justified by the correlation criterion itself. For this reason, it is not surprising that the GA search finds a solution in which one of these low correlated signals is assigned to another group.
Application to the detection of an abnormal conditions
Once the grouping of the signals has been identified, it is possible to develop the reconstruction models for the on-line detection of the abnormal conditions. In practice, for each of the five groups of signals identified by the hybrid grouping, a dedicated AAKR model has been built.
In this Section, in order to test the performance of the proposed hybrid grouping in the detection of abnormal conditions, some tests have been conducted.
First of all, the AAKR reconstructions achieved by using the hybrid grouping have been compared to those achieved by a single group formed by all signals in case of a sensor failure. To this purpose, a small linearly increasing drift has been simulated in the sensor measuring the temperature of the water flowing to the first seal of the pump in line 1 (hereafter referred to as signal 4a). The drift starts at t=101 h and reaches a maximum amplitude of 1.6% of the mean signal value at t=600 h ( Figure 3) . Figure 4 reports the residuals i.e. the difference between the abnormal condition measurement,
, and the reconstruction obtained by using a single group formed by all signals (top) and by using the group found by the hybrid grouping approach (bottom). Based on the residuals of Figure 4 , a decision about the health state of the sensor can be made. Residuals close to zero indicate normal conditions whereas remarkable deviations from zero for several consecutive time instants point out the onset of an abnormal condition. In the test case, the accuracy of the reconstruction achieved by the hybrid grouping before the beginning of the drift (t=101 h) is higher (residuals closer to zero) than that achieved by the single group of all signals: as a result, after the start of the drift at t=101 h, a clear tendency of the residuals to differ from zero is well detectable when the hybrid grouping is used, and less when the single group of all signals is used.
Notice that the execution times of the five AAKR models are very short (being the reconstruction performed in almost real time) and very similar to that of the single model formed by all signals.
In Figure 5 other failures of the same sensor have been simulated: a linearly increasing measurement noise of maximum intensity equal to 50% of the signal standard deviation (top), an offset of amplitude equal to 2% of the mean signal value (middle) and a stuck of the sensor (bottom). All sensor failures start at t=51 h. Figure 6 shows that in all cases the hybrid grouping residuals show a trend of deviation from zero, allowing detection of the anomalies occurred. In the last test, the performance of the grouping found by the hybrid approach has been verified with respect to the detection of a simulated deterioration of a RCP seal which leads to an increase of the seal flow. The abnormal condition (Figure 8 , top, dotted line) has been simulated by adding a linear drift to the seal flow (x(29a)) collected in normal condition (Figure 8 , top, continuous line). The simulated drift starts at t=51 h and reaches the maximum amplitude of 6.6% of the mean value of the signal at t=100 h. The residuals i.e. the difference between the abnormal condition measurement, , and the reconstruction which is used for the abnormal condition detection, is reported in Figure 8 , bottom. Notice that the residuals tend to be remarkably different from zero after t=70h, allowing the detection of the abnormal condition. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed an approach to optimal grouping for condition monitoring. The approach is a wrapper, based on a GA search.
Since condition monitoring requires both accurate and robust reconstructions, we have taken a multiobjective point of view, reduced to a single-objective optimization problem by aggregation into a single scalar fitness function of two metrics of accuracy and robustness.
We have presented an application of the approach to the condition monitoring of RCP signals in which we have reduced the search space by a hybrid approach, in which the optimization of the group allocation considers only those signals which are not satisfactorily reconstructed by groups formed by highly correlated signals.
In the case study analyzed, the models built on the groups found by the GA search largely outperform that based on all signals. On the other hand, the groups obtained are very similar to those obtained based on signal correlation. This is due to the fact that:
 the AAKR modeling approach used for the signal reconstruction is more accurate on correlated signals;  it has been shown that to be robust, the reconstruction model based on a group should also be accurate. For this, the signals in the group must be highly correlated. Furthermore, robustness of the reconstruction is related to the number of signals in the group: bigger groups lead to more robust AAKR reconstructions. In the considered case study, the presence of a big group of highly correlated signals guarantees both the robustness and the accuracy in the reconstruction of the signals. In the case study analyzed, the proposed approach is computationally more demanding than the grouping based on signal correlation; however, it is expected to provide more robust reconstruction performances as the complexity of the problem increases. This is because for driving the search to the best grouping, the hybrid approach directly considers the performance of the condition monitoring model, whereas the correlation grouping is based on the correlation which is considered favorable for condition monitoring. Indeed, groups of highly correlated signals can provide accurate AAKR reconstructions, but the robustness of the reconstructions is more related to the dimension (number of signals) of the groups than to the correlation of the signals in the group.
In practice, a good compromise needs to be sought between the two conflicting objectives of low computational costs and robustness of the reconstruction by the models based on the groups: this depends on the application.
Furthermore, the high computational cost of the proposed approach occurs only in the phase of grouping the signals, which is performed only once, offline. Then, a dedicated AAKR model is built for each group of signals, and the AAKR models can be executed in almost real time, which allows their use for online fault detection.
Future research work will focus on approaches of Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithms (MOGA) optimization in the framework of Pareto analysis, for finding a set of optimal solutions characterized by different compromises between accuracy and robustness. The results thereby obtained might differ from those of correlation grouping, particularly in very large search spaces. We will also consider other advanced optimization algorithms, such as Particle Swarm Optimization and Differential Evolution, for the search of the optimal grouping with reduced computational expenses. 
